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Dynamic designs, genuine personal service

OUR PHONE NUMBER HAS CHANGED!
The number for Hunter Business Publications is now
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NEW D IV ISION PROVIDING
IND U CTIONS AND ONBOARDING
SERV ICE FOR MINING INDUST RY

Be inspired at our
Designspace™
Our Newcastle Designspace™ is now open.
Visit our team and see our latest range
of office furniture solutions in real life.
Book an appointment today 1300 542 542

Alliance Labour Solutions has been operating in the
Hunter Valley for over 6 years and specialising in
providing labour hire to the mining industry. Alliance
also has extensive operations in Western Australia,
Queensland and South Australia.

facilitate the required onboarding quick enough to meet
their continued growth opportunities.

With the knowledge and experience of mobilising
labour to mine sites that require extensive onboarding
procedures and strict adherence to safety,
experience, training and competency based skills;
Alliance has created a new division focusing on
providing an inductions and onboarding service for its
clients specifically focused to get labour mine site ready.

Alliance have specialised software to store, upload and
maintain employee documentation in real time with
access levels to candidates, clients and our staff to
ensure each different client with their specialised
onboarding requirements are taken care of. Our team
are experienced in navigating the sometimes complex
induction process and liaising with medical, training
companies, induction houses and onboarding teams
on mine site to expedite labour from simply recruited to
mine site ready.

The new division is ideal for companies that work on mine
sites and don’t have the capability through their current
resources or are so busy growing that they cannot

Talk to our friendly and professional team today about
how we can assist your company in getting your labour
mine site ready.

LABOUR HIRE • SHUTDOWN MOBILISATION
PERMANENT RECRUITMENT • INDUCTION AND ONBOARDING
officepace.com.au
Showroom: 22 Wickham Street, Wickham, NSW
(directly across from the Newcastle Interchange)
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HBR from the editor
The Hunter is a great
location for a broad range
of businesses and has
been a leading economic
performer for a number
of years.
Recent surveys and
hearsay, however, suggest
a significant cooling in
business performance
during 2019.
The latest Hunter
Region Economic
Indicators released by
the Hunter Research
Foundation Centre on 26 July report that “business performance
softened dramatically in the first half of 2019.”
Meanwhile, the latest Business Conditions Survey conducted by
the NSW Business Chamber reports that business confidence in
the Hunter slumped, falling from a rating of “relatively strong” in
December 2018 to being “below average” in the latest survey.
There are also a number of threatening clouds on the global
horizon, including the continuing trade squabbles between two
of Australia’s leading trade partners, China and the USA.
It is hardly panic stations at the moment, but businesses should
be wary of further deterioration and it would be prudent for
legislators to consider measures to help stimulate the economy
and provide leadership in policy direction.

HBR business news

**
On a more positive note, The University of Newcastle is
continuing to invest in the region’s future by unveiling plans for a
flagship facility at the Callaghan campus. Their largest infrastructure
spend to date, the $200 million investment by the University, which
incorporates the main building and surrounding precinct works, will
redefine the way its staff and students collaborate.
The facility will integrate the study areas of science, technology,
engineering, mathematics and medicine (STEMM), with a unique
design that blurs typical boundaries between education and research.
STEMM study is a major economic driver of economic growth
and innovation in the 21st century and the University should be
congratulated on helping to lead the way.
A further story on this project is on page 18 of this issue.
Garry Hardie
Publisher & Editor

2019
This issue includes the
2019 Hunter Business Function Guide
(see after page 20)
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Be informed - receive
your own copy of

HBR

HBR is available as a hard
copy magazine and online.
Make sure you receive HBR by completing one
of these options at www.HBRmag.com.au
1. Receive your own hard copy HBR
mailed directly to you for only around
$1 a week.
2. Receive notification when the latest
issue of HBR is available for reading
FREE online

For further information visit www.HBRmag.com.au,
email subs@HBRmag.com.au or call (02) 4062 8133
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Three years of direct international flights to Auckland
Newcastle Airport and Virgin Australia have announced a threeyear partnership to continue flying direct services between the
Hunter and Auckland.
“In what is a great sign of confidence in the region, we have
formalised an agreement to continue connecting these two
harbour cities for at least the next three years,” said Newcastle
Airport CEO, Dr Peter Cock.
“On the back of the successes of last year, we are thrilled to
provide some clarity and certainty around the longevity of these
flights, which cement us as an international airport.
“The first season was a real success, delivering an estimated $5.4
million in economic benefit into our region. Importantly, 38% of
holiday travellers were visiting the Hunter for the first time, which
indicates this direct service stimulated new demand.
“The service also provided thousands of locals with the
opportunity to visit Auckland for the first time. In fact, 30% of
Australian leisure travellers made their inaugural visit to the New
Zealand city via this direct service.”

“With our international capability now confirmed, we’re
strengthening the region’s reputation as a key destination
for both domestic and international travels and a second
international gateway into NSW. It’s thanks to the ongoing
support from our shareholders as well as state and federal
government stakeholders that we’re well placed to deliver our
vision to be the Airport the region deserves,” Dr Cock added.
Virgin Australia will operate three return services per week
during the peak holiday period from 21 November 2019 to 16
February 2020, with potential to grow over subsequent years.
Virgin Australia General Manager, Network and Revenue
Management, Russell Shaw said that the airline was pleased to
announce a return of the seasonal service after its popularity last year.
“Virgin Australia is proud to be launching the seasonal service
between Newcastle and Auckland for the second year in a row,
connecting two fantastic cities and providing the regional New
South Wales community with more seamless international travel
connections during the busy holiday period,” Mr Shaw said.

Your success is our success
Thanks to our valued clients’ support we’ve won a prestigious
Australasian Law Award. Talk to our award winning law team
about how we can ensure your success.
CONSTRUCTION | ENGINEERING | MINING | COMMERCIAL | DEVELOPMENT | PROPERTY

Keystone
LAWYERS

86 Darby Street, Newcastle NSW 2300
P 4915 9950 E mail@keystonelawyers.com.au www.keystonelawyers.com.au
AUGUST 2019
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More
honours for
SHAC at state
architecture
awards

Locally-based architectural firm SHAC was again successful at
the 2019 NSW Architecture Awards.
Organised by the Australian Institute of Architects, NSW Chapter,
the prestigious awards were presented at a gala ceremony in
Sydney on 5 July. It also represents an entry point to the National
Architecture Awards program.
SHAC was recognised twice for its multi-award winning St Pius X
High School, Library project, taking out the Colorbond Award for Steel
Architecture as well as an award for Educational Architecture.
SHAC Managing Director, Justin Hamilton said “It is a privilege to
be creating meaningful education environments for our children,
teachers and the community. This is the product of SHAC’s truly
collaborative creative energy and the State architecture awards
are a meaningful acknowledgement from the highest peers in our
profession. I particularly wish to applaud our wonderfully talented
SHAC team led by Elizabeth Brown.”
The NSW Architecture Awards booklet was glowing in
description of the St Pius X High School, Library saying "This is an
exemplar project which showcases how architecture can reform

the learning environment and enhance changing pedagogies;
a project that changed the user’s lives for the better. The project
is a big transformation with a minimal budget that delivers a
contemporary library and plaza forecourt. The traditional formed
library has been replaced with double height, light filled spaces
that enable students to readily access diverse learning settings.
The new large welcoming plaza forecourt compliments its
surroundings and provides an impressive response to the existing
landscape and built form, encouraging social interaction with
a student-centred learning approach. The large and generous
aesthetic roof offers a spatial and serene quality throughout the
school while the distinct roofline pays homage to Newcastle’s
industrial past. The new planning locates the library and plaza
at the heart of the school, weaving the site together by linking
directly to the other areas of the campus.
Overall, the project adds value beyond the pedagogical brief on
multiple levels. The physical environment is planned to enhance
campus life for the users and allow activities to be undertaken in a
protected environment.”

St Pius X, Library Adamstown
Photo Credit: Alexander McIntyre
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Winner Australian Institute of Architects | NSW | Educational Architecture
Winner Australian Institute of Architects | NSW | Colorbond Award for Steel Architecture
Winner Australian Institute of Architects | Newcastle | Award for Educational Architecture
Winner Australian Institute of Architects | Newcastle | Colorbond Award for Steel Architecture
Commendation Learning Environments Australasia Awards | New Individual Facility Under AU$8 Million

WHEN EXPERIENCE MATTERS
CORPORATE INSOLVENCY &
PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY SPECIALIST
Contact Shaw Gidley
Newcastle 02 4908 4444
Tuggerah 02 4365 3344
Contact James Shaw,
Paul Gidley or Jeff Shute

MEET THE TEAM AT
SHAW GIDLEY
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@shawgidley
www.shawgidley.com.au

02 4961 5888
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architecture fostering a creative growth mindset

|

www.SHAC.com.au
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Crosbie moving to Newcastle West

Lighting, solar and backup power specialist for the Hunter

In August, the Crosbie group will bring more than 100
employees into the fast growing Newcastle West precinct. A
home-grown Hunter success story, Crosbie will move to the
landmark building 12 Stewart Avenue.
The medium-tier firm incorporates leading business advisers
and accountants DFK Crosbie, Crosbie Wealth, Crosbie Finance
and Crosbie's specialist Superannuation Team for SMSF (selfmanaged super funds).
“It’s a great base that has significant benefits for our clients and
our team,” says Maureen Jack, Crosbie General Manager.
“As well as looking after our clients with comfortable, accessible
meeting spaces and great technology, this move is about looking
after our people,” she says.
“Happy, engaged employees are what makes a business
successful.”
The impressive new building is a stone’s throw from the
Newcastle Transport Interchange and harbour foreshore.
Crosbie will occupy level 5 plus level 4 in Gateway Tower 2.
The firm will re-locate from Warabrook, its headquarters since
the 1990s.
“Our people will have light-filled, customised work spaces which
are close to public transport, child care centres, coffee shops —
and places you can go for a walk and take in some fresh air,” says
Maureen Jack.
Crosbie are leading business advisers and service providers
providing industry expertise for hospitality, health and medical,
not for profit and professionals.

Commercial Power Solutions has been set
up as a specialist in the installation, repair and
maintenance of commercial lighting, solar
power and back-up power systems for the
retail, industrial, commercial, healthcare and
hospitality sectors.
A locally owned and operated business,
Commercial Power Solutions offers a wide
range of services which includes LED lighting
upgrades, solar power installations, backup power solutions, energy audits and
maintenance. It is also partnered with an
Accredited Certificate Provide (ACP) to deliver
lighting and power solutions under NSW’s
Energy Savings Scheme.
The Energy Savings Scheme (ESS) is an
NSW Government initiative designed to help
reduce energy use by creating excellent
financial incentives for businesses investing
in energy-saving measures. These measures
involve businesses installing, improving or
replacing energy-saving equipment such as
lighting and solar panels. To participate in
the scheme, however, businesses must use
Accredited Certificate Providers to implement
the energy saving solutions.
Nigel Hooper, Managing Director,
Commercial Power Solutions said “The
opportunity is certainly there for businesses
to take advantage of the Government’s

Commercial Power Solutions Managing
Director Nigel Hooper

incentives and we’re already starting to see
that.
“People don’t realise the real impact that
inefficient lighting can have on a business or
even a residential property.
“The older incandescent globes, halogen
downlights and fluorescent tubes are still
widely prevalent today and that is simply
costing people money.
“But by making the switch to LED,
businesses can significantly reduce their
energy consumption and subsequently reap
the rewards in the long-term.
“And given the efficiency and longevity of
LED lighting, ongoing maintenance is less
frequent and the impact on the environment
is also reduced.
“The other huge benefit is the actual
improvements in lighting. A well-executed fitout can make a huge difference to not only how
a business functions but also how it is perceived
by its customers.
“And the great thing for us is the fact that so
many businesses can benefit from the Energy
Savings Scheme.
“Retailers, health care providers, restaurants,
pubs, IT professionals and industrial
businesses can all take advantage of the
Government’s subsidy.”

New location for

Peace of mind for you and your business
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• Superannuation (SMSF)
• Wealth Management
• Finance

|

theteam@dfkcrosbie.com.au

Head office: Level 5, The Gateway Tower 2,
12 Stewart Avenue, Newcastle West NSW 2302
www.dfkcrosbie.com.au

Brand. Design. Web.

• Accounting
• Business Services
• Audit

02 4923 4000
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Major retirement development for Belmont
Newcastle based aged care service provider, Maroba Caring
Communities and one of the region’s largest and most awarded
building and construction companies, Kingston Building Australia
have set their sights high on future living options in Lake
Macquarie.
The two organisations have collaborated to develop a
multistorey residential apartment complex in the heart of
Belmont that will help meet the ever increasing needs of people
who are transitioning to or are already in retirement.
Maroba CEO, Viv Allanson said that Maroba on Macquarie is not
only a step forward for the organisation in their modern approach
to retirement living, but also made way for a local partnership.
“We are excited and humbled to be working with the
amazing team at Kingston Building Australia who have
created beautiful spaces for our community. Working with
Kingston has been a great opportunity for us to support
local business and together we get to support so many more
people in our community,”
The four-storey development is one of the first ‘high-rise’
retirement developments in the Belmont CBD and includes 12
modern apartments as well as a large commercial area on the
ground floor. It offers one and two bedroom apartments that are
large and spacious with generous balconies. Each is appointed
with gourmet kitchens and European appliances. Residents will
also have access to Maroba’s wellness and support programs.
There is secure residential car parking and a large north facing
shared outdoor courtyard.
“The one and two bedroom apartments have been designed
to suit people who are downsizing their current homes to upsize
their lifestyle” Ms Allanson said,
“Marboa on Macquarie will be beautifully appointed by the
team at Kingston Building Australia. It is located conveniently to

Maroba Caring Communities CEO Viv Allanson and Kingston Building
Managing Director Colin Robards

Belmont’s shopping and commercial area. The apartments are
priced to be affordable, low maintenance and easy to live in.
“There has been a lot of media attention locally about the
growth in aged care developments. An important part of this
is about providing the right kind of living options across the
region. Belmont is one of Lake Macquarie’s most vibrant and
growing centres. It is supported by a great deal of lifestyle and
health infrastructure that makes it an attractive place to live –
particularly for people who are looking for an easier alternative to
downsizing their family home,” Ms Allanson said.
Construction is expected to begin later this year with
apartments currently being sold by the Maroba Caring
Communities team starting from $450,000.

KINGSTON
BUILDING AUSTRALIA
is proud to be partnering
with MAROBA to deliver
modern, retirement
living communities
within our
Region.

Local dishwasher halves power use and wins major award
Australia's peak industry design awards - the highest
honour for design and innovation in the country - were
announced at The Star Casino in Sydney on 11 July at the
61st annual Good Design Award Ceremony.
Norris Industries was announced as winner of the coveted
Good Design Award Gold Accolade in the Product Design
category, in recognition of outstanding design and innovation
for their AP500 high performance commercial dishwasher that
uses 50% less power.
Managing Director at Norris Industries, Greg Gates, said the
award came out of high commitment to completely change
the way a commercial dishwasher supports the busy work
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environment that is the Australian commercial kitchen.
“Norris Industries has been building and supplying reliable
commercial glass and dishwashers to the hospitality industry for
over 60 years,” said Mr Gates. “Our focus has always been built-to
last, reliable machines with lower energy consumption, three
important things to any good hospitality operator”.
The machine stunned judges, designers and engineers with
its unique ability to connect to cold water and clever internal
element design.
The annual Good Design Awards is Australia’s most prestigious
international Awards for design and innovation and celebrates
the best new products and services across a wide range of
categories on the Australian market, including the commercial
and industrial design category for which Norris Industries was
recognised.
Dr. Brandon Gien, CEO of Good Design Australia said: “Receiving
a Good Design Award at this level is a significant achievement
given the very high calibre of entries received this year.”
The Good Design Awards attracted a record number of
submissions with close to 700 design projects evaluated in this
year’s international design awards.
The Good Design Awards Jury praised The Norris AP500 High
Performance Commercial Dishwasher, highlighting “...innovative
Australian design and ingenuity” and "a sustainable product with
potential for big energy savings”.
Mr Gates and the R&D team are thrilled with the prestigious
award, saying “We reckon there’s nothing like it in the market –
and it seems the judges of Good Design agree!”

For Maroba on Macquarie sales please contact Tracy Walker on 0422 800 561
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$4.25 million for Singleton roads

Hunter Water investing over $871 million

Mayor of Singleton, Cr Sue Moore says motorists and the local
economy will benefit from the 17 July announcement of $4.25
million to improve Singleton roads.
Deputy Premier John Barilaro was in Singleton to fulfil
his commitment to find an alternative source for the NSW
Government’s half of the $8.5 million Singleton Roads Upgrade
program, after Council’s application was unsuccessful under the
Resources for Regions program.
Joined by the Member for Upper Hunter Michael Johnsen MP
to announce the funding, Mr Barilaro said the shovel-ready roads
program was a credit to Council to make an immediate economic
impact for the benefit of the local community.
Cr Moore said it was a relief the Roads Upgrade program was
now a certainty.
The four projects included in the program are:
• Glendonbrook Road rehabilitation
• Elderslie Road Bridge Approach upgrade
• Cessnock Road Bridge widening
• Moses Crossing Bridge Approach upgrade
“These are improvements that will improve the efficiency of the
road network and safety to benefit farmers as well as miners who
use these roads every day,” Cr Moore said.
“Council was sorely disappointed this project missed out under
Resources for Regions, and we are pleased the Deputy Premier
delivered on his promise to find an alternative source for these
important road projects.
“We have also had ongoing discussions with Mr Barilaro
regarding the future of the Resources for Regions program and
look forward to seeing the outcome of the review to the program
in the near future.
“Council’s commitment is to the people of Singleton, and we
are working hard to make sure our community is appropriately
recognised for the economic contribution we make to the state of
NSW.”
General Manager Jason Linnane said design work would
commence straight away now that funding had been secured to
deliver the four projects under the Roads Upgrade program.
“Council has already committed $10.42 million to roads in this
year’s Capital Works program, and we are always looking for
additional means to deliver more for our community,” he said.
“The funding announced today by the Deputy Premier is a
significant boon for us because it means we can now add these
roads to our works program for the benefit of everyone who
drives on our local roads in Singleton.”

Hunter Water plans to invest more than $871 million in its
infrastructure, technology and services over the next five years,
while maintaining one of the lowest bills in the country.
In its 2020-25 Pricing Proposal to the Independent Pricing
and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART), Hunter Water has outlined its
intention to make significant capital investments in upgrading
the region’s water and wastewater systems, as well as continuing
to focus on water conservation initiatives and reducing leakage.
If approved, it would be the biggest capital spend since 2011.
Hunter Water Acting Chief Executive Officer Darren Cleary said the
proposal reflects Hunter Water’s commitment to deliver even better
services, while offering value for money for its customers.
“We believe we have the balance right in terms of investing
more in our infrastructure and services to maintain efficient and
high quality services for our customers while keeping costs down.
“Over the next five years, Hunter Water is proposing to spend $424
million, or half of its total investment, on improving and upgrading
the wastewater system to service growth in the region and to
minimise the impact of our wastewater system on the environment.
This will ensure we can reliably service our fast-growing region
into the future and will also help drive even better environmental
outcomes by maintaining the health of our waterways.
“Among the major infrastructure investment is $259 million in
our water supply system to service growth, reduce leakage, renew
assets and ensure the continued delivery of safe, high quality
drinking water.
“In addition, we will continue to focus on driving down water
consumption through our Love Water campaign and invest in
recycled water and energy efficiency projects.
“Even with significant investment in our capital program, if
approved, we’ll maintain one of the lowest bills in the country.
We anticipate the bill of an average household would increase by
approximately $60 per year, or $1.15 per week.”
IPART will review
Hunter Water’s
proposal and
undertake a public
consultation process,
withcustomers and
community members
encouraged to give
feedback. It will release
a draft determination in
March 2020.

New basketball stadium for Lake Macquarie
Lake Macquarie has secured $25 million for a new
basketball stadium giving the city a world-class sports and
entertainment hub at Hillsborough.
Minister for Sport John Sidoti said the arena is going to
host the best basketball, netball and
volleyball as well as wheelchair
sports, futsal and school sports.
“The vision for this new
stadium is inspiring
everyone in Newcastle.
It will have the capacity
to host the best sport
action as well as
concerts and cultural
events each year,” Mr
Sidoti said.
“This is a win for
basketball and the entire
Hunter region.”
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Construction is due to begin this year on the new indoor
sports stadium at Hillsborough. It will have 10 courts and
seating for 4,000 spectators.
“This is the most significant investment in the history of
basketball in the region and will have the capability to host
international, national and state tournaments,” Mr Sidoti said.
Newcastle Basketball General Manager Neil Goffet said the
number of events this will attract to the region is hard to
comprehend.
“There are so many tournaments just in basketball alone
that are crying out for a stadium of this size, so it will be a
tremendous asset for the entire region,” Mr Goffet said.
Basketball Australia deputy chair David Reid said the NSW
Government has honoured its commitment to the region and
is providing the vital infrastructure to boost basketball.
“This new stadium will give basketball the injection it desperately
needs in the Hunter region and we can’t wait to see the new
stadium hosting some of the best talent in the sport.”

Prosperity Advisers Group celebrating
30 years
This month Prosperity Advisers are proudly celebrating 30 years
helping clients create stronger financial futures.
Founded as Sneddon McKeown by the late John Sneddon and
Allan McKeown with just one staff member, the firm has grown
to a team of 130 across Newcastle, Sydney and Brisbane and has
diversified from accounting into being a holistic financial advice
provider.
Prosperity was a trailblazer in that area being one of the first
firms in the late 1990s to bring together professionals with
backgrounds in accounting and assurance, financial planning,
taxation, business, salary packaging and banking.
At a whole of firm celebration to mark the milestone, the
Director Group were proud to acknowledge 46 people with gifts
to celebrate 5 to 25 years’ service with the firm.
The announcement of 14 new promotions augurs well for the
future in an environment where continual skill building and
adaptability to change will be key attributes for the advisory firm
of the future.
Sam Gadani from the Business Services and Taxation team
has been promoted to Associate Director. Sam has been a
significant contributor to the success of our Sydney office. He is
currently responsible for a sizeable client portfolio and continues
to develop very strong client relationships. The Directors of
Prosperity are delighted to welcome Sam as a member of our
Director Group.
John Mujic from the Financial Services team has been promoted
to Financial Adviser. John’s experience covers a wide range of
financial strategies such as wealth accumulation, superannuation

and retirement planning, tax minimisation, risk and personal
insurance. John’s prior experience in a paraplanning role within
Prosperity has given him in-depth knowledge of investment
and insurance products and how to best match these with client
needs.
Gerhard Jordaan from the Business Services and Taxation team
has been promoted to Senior Manager. Gerhard has been a strong
contributor providing advice to our Growth Business clients and
strives to build and maintain strong, long term relationships.
Further promotions in our Business Services and Taxation
division were; Fred Chan to Manager, Harry Charalambous to
Assistant Manager, Joey Wang and Ben Hailstone to Supervisor
and Charlie Zao, Sabrina Yu and Amanda Jia to Senior Accountant.
Promotions in other areas of the business were; Sarah Booth to
Payroll Officer, Rachel Graham to Team Leader, Rey Magdugo to IT
Specialist and Rica Lansangan to HR Specialist.
Chief Executive, Allan McKeown said, “Our goal at Prosperity has
always been to foster an environment that supports the growth
and development of our people. We provide a rich and varied
professional experience and deliver the right tools and support to
assist our people to drive their careers forward.”
Growing the firm to include full service offices in Sydney and
Brisbane have provided a solid East Coast footprint that has
enabled local clients to get access to important opportunities
in these key markets. It has also given some of the firm’s team
members the ability to seamlessly transfer to other offices to gain
new experiences.
The firm has been recognised by its peers and industry experts
winning local, national and international awards spanning
employer of choice, fast growth, innovation, technology,
excellence and community initiatives.

30 Years of Prosperity
Founded in the Hunter, Prosperity has grown to be
an east coast financial advisory firm with
personal global connections. Our local team of 60
people deliver a portfolio of chartered accounting,
wealth management and salary packaging services
to a range of clients.
Clients tap into Properity for strategies and
techniques to minimise tax, maximise profit and
create stronger financial futures. We provide services
to a diverse client base and have specialist teams
covering Hospitality, Technology and Growing
Businesses, Medical Professionals, Local Government
and the Not for Profit sector.
Your prosperity is our business.

prosperity.com.au
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Funding for Scone Airport upgrade
Upper Hunter Shire Council welcomes the announcement by
Deputy Premier and Minister for Regional NSW John Barilaro and
Upper Hunter MP Michael Johnsen, of further funding for the
upgrade of Scone Regional Airport.
The $6.5 million funds from the NSW Government’s Drought
Stimulus Package will bring forward a $15.5M project of planned
airside work, and allow for the future growth of airport activities
including emergency services and business operations.
The airport supports the equine, mining, farming, tourism and
other industries and provides lifesaving aviation emergency
services including Air Ambulance, Westpac Helicopter, Child
Flight, Rural Fire Service and NSW Police.
Airport traffic is increasing every year and there were over 8000
aircraft movements in the 2018-2019 financial year. On average
two landings a day relate to emergency functions, such as, police,
fire services and medical flights including patient transport and
organ donation.
The project will include:
• Reconstruction of runway and asphalt overlay
• Removal of existing runway safety area and reinstate with a
grassed runway graded area
• Demolition of existing taxiways and reinstate with grass
• Construction of an expanded aircraft apron, a full length
parallel taxiway, and additional taxiways and taxi lanes to
existing and future hangar lots, and line marking of runway
and taxiways
• Relocation of the aircraft fuel facility and weather
information systems
• Construction of general aviation and helicopter parking area
• Installation of an aeronautical ground lighting system
• Construction of wildlife fencing, a workshop and storage shed
• New stormwater drains, pipes and associated infrastructure.

These works will address safety and operational issues and
comply with Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) legislation
and regulations, including new requirements to be introduced
in August 2020. New drainage and rehabilitation of the runway
surface, and new airside lighting was identified in the 2019
Annual Safety Inspection and must be undertaken to allow the
airport to continue to operate and grow.
An additional project to the airside works is a planned new
Warbird Aviation Attraction and Terminal building, for which
Council has previously received a grant of $6,256,904 from NSW
Government’s Restart NSW Regional Growth - Environment and
Tourism Fund. The facility will be an all-year-round attraction
building on the popularity of the Warbirds over Scone Airshow.
Additional funds for the airport upgrade and visitor attraction will
also come from a loan fund undertaken by Council.
The combined works – airside and the visitor aviation attraction
- planned for Scone Regional Airport has a total estimated cost of
$23.5M. Council will take a $10.75M loan to cover the remaining
required funds.

Our expert Property Management team goes the extra mile to ensure every home is
matched with the right person and people feel they belong.
We offer a boutique yet professional service with extensive Newcastle market
expertise, 24/7 access to your personal Portfolio Manager and a continual focus on
maximising your rental return.
We know you are placing your investment in our hands. We aim to give you total
peace of mind and we promise to work with you openly and honestly to nurture and
protect it.
Whether you’re considering a property management service or require a rental
property, our team is here for you. Request a free market appraisal today at
greenstreet.com.au.

Upper Hunter MP Michael Johnsen, Deputy Premier, Minister for Regional NSW
John Barilaro, Upper Hunter Shire Deputy Mayor Maurice Collison, Mayor Wayne
Bedggood and General Manager Steve McDonald at the announcement of NSW
Government funding for Scone Airport.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR READERS

List your property for rent with us and receive a 12 week FREE trial of our
Property Management services.
Contact Lauren on 0447 755 071 or grow@greenstreet.com.au for more information.

BOUTIQUE NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE AGENCY HAS THE
KEY TO SENSATIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
When you’re in a competitive market, it takes a certain drive, innovation and expertise to succeed. For Peter and
Amanda Aloupis of boutique real estate agency Green St Property, a go-getter attitude with a flare for being
thorough and understanding has been the key for their stable, close-knit team and creating an increasingly
positive reputation within the Newcastle real estate sector.
By constantly adapting to market trends and client needs, they deliver total piece of mind and expert advice. With a wealth of
industry experience, Green St Property is the culmination of merging and rebranding Solid Property Services and Elite Property
Management in 2016 which has produced the motivated and supportive team they have today. Not only offering unique
property sales solutions, their professional property management team provides assurance to residents and
owners by matching every home with the most suitable residents.
Embracing the digital world we live in, residents are provided 24/7 online access to log maintenance requests and
communicate with their dedicated Portfolio Manager at any time, from anywhere. Adding value and protecting
owner’s investments is the primary focus with zero tolerance for rental arrears, detailed property inspections
and constant monitoring of rental yields and market reviews to ensure property returns are maximised.
Servicing couples, families and investors throughout Newcastle, the Green St Property
Management team consists of seven innovative, caring, optimistic and dedicated team players:
Lauren Forbes: Team Leader and Business Growth Manager
Kristee Martin: Portfolio Manager
Danny De Carvalho: Commercial Portfolio Manager
Peter Aloupis: CEO & Licensee

Carly Pukallus: Portfolio Manager
Erin Ryner: Assistant Portfolio Manager
Amanda Aloupis: Chief Operations Officer

C o n t act L auren on 0447 75 5 071 or e ma il gr ow@gr e e nstr e e t.c om.a u
t o r e c e ive a 12 WE E K trial o f Gr e e n St Pr ope r ty Ma na ge me nt se r vic e s.
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Grow with Green St Property Management
209 Hunter Street, Newcastle | Newcastle, NSW 2300
Ph: 02 4926 1188 | www.greenstreet.com.au

HBR business news
Regional Tourism Awards
Newcastle played host to the inaugural Destination Sydney
Surrounds North Regional Tourism Awards at Noah’s on the
Beach on Monday 29 July, with Hunter tourism operators figuring
prominently in the presentation.
Hunter Business Chamber and City of Newcastle hosted
the awards ceremony, which saw winners in 10 categories
announced, including tourism businesses, events, hotels, and
accommodation providers.
The Regional Tourism Awards program is supported by
Destination NSW, the NSW Government and the NSW Business
Chamber – Tourism Industry Division
More than 120 industry representatives attended from across
the Hunter region and the Destination Sydney Surrounds North
network, which encompasses the Blue Mountains, Penrith,
Hawkesbury and Central Coast, as well as the Hunter.
Category winners from the Regional Tourism Awards now gain
finalist status upon entering the NSW Tourism Awards, to be held
in Sydney in November.

Regional Tourism Awards Chair, Jane Barnes, congratulated all
winners and finalists on their contribution to regional tourism.
“Finalists in this year’s program were of a high calibre and it has
been a competitive process. We are thrilled to recognise the best
of the region’s tourism industry today and wish our winners the
best of luck as they progress to compete against operators from
the entire state,” Ms Barnes said.

THE WINNERS WERE:
MAJOR TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
Gold: The Australian Reptile Park
TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
Gold: Oakvale Wildlife Park
MAJOR FESTIVALS AND EVENTS
Gold: Hunter Valley Gardens
SPECIALISED TOURISM SERVICES
Gold: Ask Roz
BUSINESS EVENT VENUES
Gold: Crowne Plaza Hunter Valley
TOUR AND/OR TRANSPORT OPERATORS
Gold: Beyond Ballooning
ADVENTURE TOURISM
Gold: Beyond Ballooning
CARAVAN AND HOLIDAY PARKS
Gold: Blacksmiths Beachside Holiday Park
SELF-CONTAINED ACCOMMODATION
Gold: Blueberry Hills on Comleroy
DELUXE ACCOMMODATION
Gold: Crowne Plaza Hunter Valley

Winners of the 2019 Destination Sydney Surrounds North Regional Tourism Awards.
Credit: AJM Photography

Join Newcastle’s Team
Spin Bike Challenge
Time to get on your bike, Variety Spin 4 Kids is back!
Grab your work mates, gym buddies or friends and join
Variety – the Children’s Charity on Friday 13th September.
It will be a great day out with high-energy music, crazy
costumes, fitness challenges and energetic spin instructors on
stage.

Variety Spin 4 Kids is a fun, challenging team event where
only one team can be crowned the winner. Teams up of to
10 people need to ride as many kilometres as possible for
six hours. It’s up to you to come up with your own winning
strategy – with no limits on rider changeovers.
Variety is looking for Newcastle’s fittest company to be their
2019 S4K champions. Last year over $70,000 was raised in
order to help as many kids as possible get a fair go in life.

When: Friday 13th September
Where: The Forum, University of Newcastle
Time: 6 hour challenge- 10am – 4pm
Cost: $650 per team (additional fundraising is
encouraged)
Are you up to taking up the gruelling challenge on your
own? Push yourself to the limit to help kids in need! Last year
our winning individual rode 144 km in 6 hours, can you beat
it? Only one way to find out!
Don’t miss out, register your team today via the link below or
contact the Variety office on 02 4965 4911.
https://www.variety.org.au/nsw/s4k-register-your-team/
For further event information please visit:
https://www.variety.org.au/nsw/event/variety-spin-4-kidsnewcastle/
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Virtually your biggest risk
Protect your business with cyber insurance
It’s not a matter of if you’ll be the victim of a cyber attack, but when.
Cyber insurance helps you pick up the pieces in the aftermath
of an incident and gives you access to a range of experts to
help you contain, control and co-ordinate your response.
Don’t leave it too late to protect your business with
insurance coverage designed for your specific needs.

info.ajg.com.au/newcastle

To find out more, contact Gallagher’s Newcastle Branch on (02) 4979 3333,
visit info.ajg.com.au/newcastle or drop in and see us at Sky Central, 123 Pacific Highway, Charlestown.
Cover is subject to the Policy terms and conditions. You should consider if the insurance is suitable for you and read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Financial Services Guide (FSG) before
making a decision to acquire insurance. These are available at www.ajg.com.au. REF2536-0619-2.2

HBR business news
University unveils plans for $200 million
STEMM investment
On 24 July, The University of Newcastle unveiled plans for a flagship
facility at its Callaghan campus, heralded as their largest infrastructure
spend to date. The $200 million investment by the University, which
incorporates the main building and surrounding precinct works, will
redefine the way its staff and students collaborate.
The facility will integrate the study areas of science, technology,
engineering, mathematics and medicine (STEMM), with a unique
design that blurs typical boundaries between education and research.
Moving away from traditional academic building designs of long
corridors, tucked away rooms and doorways, the highly-adaptable
design features open entrances, glass walls and interaction spaces to
put both research and learning “on show” and enable students and
researchers to interact freely with one another.  
First works (utilities) on the four-storey project will start in late
2019, with the facility due to open in 2023.  
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alex Zelinsky AO, said the new
STEMM facility would enable the University’s researchers and
graduates to make powerful contributions to both emerging and
established industries.  
“STEMM skills will power global economies long into the future
and are the lifeblood of emerging knowledge-based industries such
as biotechnology, information and communication technology, and
advanced manufacturing,” Professor Zelinsky said.    
“These skills also underpin the competitive advantage we need for
our established industries like agriculture, healthcare and resources.
“This investment – the largest in the University’s history
– will reinforce our place on the research and education world
stage, making our staff and students some of the most sought
after in the world,” he said.    
The flagship facility is part of the University’s STEMM precinct
program, which includes further investment in new buildings and
redevelopment works at Callaghan.  
“Longer term, we have ambitions to accommodate leading
STEMM companies within our new campus precinct, and to
embed work-integrated learning into every undergraduate
degree we offer. This will enrich our students’ experience and
will ensure we are delivering competitive, job-ready graduates,”
Professor Zelinsky said.    
Lyons, in partnership with Newcastle practice EJE Architects, was
chosen as the principal design consultant for the project.  
A feature of the building includes its rooms that appear
to project out of its square floorplan, looking out into the
surrounding bushland and indigenous landmarks beyond the
University’s campus. It will also feature a large circular atrium to
make best use of natural light.  
Designed to be highly sustainable, the building aims to achieve
a six-star Green Building Council of Australia rating through
features such as an engineered timber structure and highperformance double glazing to reduce energy requirements for
cooling and heating.   
UoN STEMM Building - ExteriorView of STEMM from South

UoN research into ingestion of plastic
A new study finds on average people could be ingesting
approximately 5 grams of plastic every week, which is the
equivalent weight of a credit card. The analysis No Plastic in
Nature: Assessing Plastic Ingestion from Nature to People
prepared by Dalberg, based on a study commissioned by WWF
and carried out by University of Newcastle, Australia, suggests
people are consuming about 2000 tiny pieces of plastic every
week. That’s approximately 21 grams a month, just over 250
grams a year.
The University of Newcastle is the first to combine data from
over 50 studies on the ingestion of plastic by people. The findings
are an important step towards understanding the impact of
microplastic pollution on humans. It also further confirms the
urgent need to address the plastic system so that it does not
pollute ecosystems in the first place.
“These findings must serve as a wake-up call to governments.
Not only are plastics polluting our oceans and waterways and
killing marine life - it’s in all of us and we can’t escape consuming
plastics. Global action is urgent and essential to tackling this
crisis,” said Marco Lambertini, WWF International Director General.
“While research is investigating potential negative effects of
plastic on human health, we are all clear that this is a worldwide
problem that can only be solved by addressing the root cause of
plastic pollution. If we don’t want plastic in our bodies, we need
to stop the millions of tons of plastic that continue leaking into
nature every year. In order to tackle the plastic crisis, we need
urgent action at government, business and consumer levels, and
a global treaty with global targets to address plastic pollution,”
continued Lambertini.
The single largest source of plastic ingestion is through water,
both bottled and tap, all over the world. Large regional variations
are reflected again, with twice as much plastic found in the US or
India than in European or Indonesian water. Of the consumables
studied, those with the highest recorded plastic levels include
shellfish, beer and salt. The findings of the report demonstrate
that the problem of plastic pollution is a universal one and
directly affecting people. Leakage of plastic into our environment
and food chain has been met so far with an inadequate global
response by governments.
No Plastic in Nature: Assessing Plastic Ingestion from Nature
to People calls for governments to step up and play a key
role in ensuring the entire chain in the plastic system, from
manufacturers to consumers, are held accountable to the
common goal of ending plastic pollution. WWF is mobilising the
public to support the global petition calling for a legally binding
treaty on marine plastics pollution that has already garnered
over 500,000 signatures. The treaty would establish national
targets and transparent reporting mechanisms that extend to
companies. Additionally, the treaty should provide for financial
and technical support for low-income countries to scale up their
waste management capacity.

www.hma.org.au

REGISTRATION AND APPLICATIONS ARE

NOW OPEN
Showcasing organisations small and large, the Awards highlight excellence across
innovation, product design, technology, emerging talent and more. The Hunter
Manufacturing Awards inspire and encourage the region to secure its place as
Australia’s leading manufacturing sector.

REGISTRATION
PERIOD
Closes 19 July 2019
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AWARDS
NIGHT
Friday 11 Oct 2019

Hurry! Don’t miss the opportunity to be a part of the 2019 Hunter Manufacturing
Awards. Visit www.hma.org.au or call 0438 242 899 to find out more.

Project co-lead Dr Thava Palanisami

MAJOR SPONSOR

UoN STEMM Building - Interior View of Atrium

APPLICATION
PERIOD
Closes 31 Aug 2019

WITH THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS AND PARTNERS

HBR business news
Best in business celebrated at Excellence Awards
Lake Macquarie Business Excellence Award winner Jade Chislett
didn’t have to look far for her entrepreneurial inspiration. Ms
Chislett’s daughter, Bella, was born in 2012 with ‘moderate to
profound’ hearing loss, requiring cochlear implants from just nine
months of age.
“Bella always had a fascination with dolls and for years we
searched for a doll that was just like her,” Ms Chislett said.
“We knew a relatable doll would help Bella to understand her
devices better and help with device compliance. It would help her
with self-confidence and feeling included within her community.”
With nothing suitable on the market, Ms Chislett’s idea for
her company – Just Like You Dolls – was born. The concept has
flourished to become a highly successful Lake Macquarie-based
business, selling dolls accessorised with a variety of medical
devices to customers around the world.
Ms Chislett was one of more than a dozen winners at the 2019
Lake Macquarie Business Excellence Awards, which recognise top
performers across the City’s thriving business community.
Speech pathologist Jess Kiely, from A Growing Understanding
Speech Pathology, took out the night’s Outstanding Young
Employee award, while osteopath and ATUNE Health Centres
Managing Director Simon Ashley won the Outstanding Business
Leader category.
Caves Coastal Bar & Bungalows won the award for Excellence
in Retail, Hospitality and Tourism, and Downer EDI Works won
Excellence in Sustainability for overhauling its Teralba asphalt
plant to incorporate recycled plastics, glass and other materials in
its manufacturing process.
Deputy Mayor David Belcher, who presented awards at Friday
night’s packed ceremony at Belmont 16s, said all 14 winners were
worthy of recognition and praise.
“A closer look at the recipients of this year’s awards provides an
insight into the diversity of corporate talent and potential in Lake
Macquarie,” Cr Belcher said.
“They demonstrate what is possible with hard work, creative
ideas, passion and persistence. They showcase our City’s growing
reputation as a force to be reckoned with in the State’s regional
business community.”
Lake Macquarie City Council CEO Morven Cameron
congratulated not only the winners, but all Lake Macquarie
Business Excellence Awards finalists.

“These companies, and the thousands of other small and large
businesses that call Lake Macquarie home, make a huge contribution
to the lifestyle and wellbeing we enjoy in our City by creating
employment and driving our economy,” Ms Cameron said.
Winners of all but two categories progress to next month’s
Hunter Business Awards, with success there leading to the NSW
Business Awards in November.
The 2019 awards are supported by Dantia, Service NSW and
media partners – Newcastle Herald and NEWFM & 2HD.
The winners were:
Outstanding Young Employee:
Jess Kiely - A Growing Understanding
Outstanding Young Entrepreneur:
Jade Chislett - Just Like You Dolls
Outstanding Business Leader:
Simon Ashley - ATUNE Health Centres
Excellence in Social Enterprise:
Allambi Care
Start Up Superstar:
Integrated Environmental Management Australia
Excellence in Innovation:
Ampcontrol
Excellence in Sustainability:
Downer EDI Works
Excellence in Micro Business:
Evergreen Energy Consultants
Excellence in Small Business:
Design Anthology
Excellence in Business:
ATUNE Health Centres

Let's talk with ..........
1. In a few words tell us about your current role.
I am the General Manager of Engineers Australia Newcastle Division.
Engineers Australia is the peak professional body for engineers with more
than 100,000 members. Our division extends from the Hawkesbury River,
north to the Queensland border and west to Coonabarabran with more
than 4000 members. As a member-based organisation I am responsible
for managing a number of volunteers, office bearers, committees and staff
to deliver the expectations of the members, drive membership growth
and unashamedly encourage young people through our STEM programs
to consider a career in engineering. Besides our awards programs, for
individuals and projects, we also run technical presentations, Continuous
Professional Development (CPD) sessions including valuable networking
opportunities and workshops with webinar options to support our
regional members. Our purpose is to advance the science and practice of
engineering for the benefit of the community.
2. How have you reached this point in your professional life?
I spent the first 20 years of my career working for Westpac where I started
as the ‘proof operator’ processing customer and company deposits,
making coffees, collecting the mail and processing dishonoured cheques.
I gradually worked my way up through the ranks from Teller to Branch
Manager and then into a PA role for one of our Regional Managers – all
without any tertiary qualifications. As you can imagine working for a
financial institution with shareholders is a far cry from working for a notfor-profit organisation. A restructure within the company in 1999 gave me
the opportunity to venture out of finance and into something else. After
working part time for a major logistics company I decided to look around
for full time work. With strong organisational and customer service skills
I applied for a role with Engineers Australia and was lucky enough to be
selected. The role was developed to assist the Division Director who was
recovering from cancer. Unfortunately, I only got to work with her for a
few years before she sadly succumbed to the disease. You could say I was
in the right place at the right time when the position was offered to me – a
very daunting offer as it meant I had very big shoes to fill! It’s now been 13
years since I started with Engineers Australia and I’m still enjoying the role.
3. When you’re not at work, where can we find you?
We are in the middle of some major renovations at home but when I’m
not cleaning up or painting I enjoy going out for long lunches, heading to
the beach in summer and catching up with family and friends.
4. Where do you find inspiration?
Ever since I started working at Engineers Australia I have been inspired
by the passion, enthusiasm and generosity of our volunteers and office
bearers who give so much of their time so freely to the organisation.
Over the years I have been lucky enough to work with very dedicated
committee members and Division Presidents and have learnt something
from each and every one of them – they are some of the humblest people
I have had the fortune to meet.
5. What advice would you give to someone just starting out in your
field?
You should never be afraid to ask for help from someone with more
experience or who has been in a similar role. Find a good mentor and
follow their advice. Be passionate about what you do, deliver the best
experience to your customer and don’t be afraid to have a disagreement
on something, just put your point across in a respectful manner. I’m a
firm believer in thinking smarter rather than working harder – look for
alternate options.
6. What’s something most people don’t know about you?
When I was about 10 years old one of my older sisters sat me down
at a sewing machine and helped me make my first dress. All the way
throughout my teens I sewed most of my clothes, sometimes making
something during the day to wear out that night. We always had a closet
full of materials and patterns at our house. While I don’t sew as much
for myself these days, I have started sewing again, this time making tiny
outfits for the ‘Miracle Babies’ at John Hunter Hospital - the premature
babies in the Intensive Care Unit. It’s such a rewarding feeling to be able to
donate some gorgeous clothes to these tiny little people.
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7. How would you like to see the Hunter evolve over the next decade?
I hope to see the Hunter continue to be a thriving, innovative centre for
big ideas and opportunities for new businesses. With all the activity at
Williamtown with the aerospace precinct we can’t help but become a hub
for engineering excellence, providing fantastic opportunities in a number
of varying roles for our young people. I think that as the word gets out
we will start to be seen more and more as a national and international
destination for holiday makers – there are so many things to see and do.
We are not just a coal city anymore; we are fast becoming a very smart,
liveable and loveable city!
8. What’s your favourite Hunter restaurant/café/bar?
We have so many delicious restaurants it’s too hard to pick just one
however if there’s the added benefit of a view of the ocean or our
beautiful working harbour, it’ll be a winner.
9. Are you reading anything at the moment?
I’m about to start reading Anh Do’s - The Happiest Refugee, having seen
his recent show at the Civic Theatre. What an inspiring man!
10. Do you have a favourite sport or team?
I don’t follow a lot of sport but as a Novocastrian, how could I go past the
Knights?
11. What’s the best line from a film you’ve ever heard?
‘Tell ‘em he’s dreaming’ from The Castle – such an iconic Australian movie.
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We thank the following organisations for
sponsoring #HunterInnovate and supporting
innovation in our region.

The University of Newcastle
www.newcastle.edu.au

Global Grand Challenges
Event

exponential technologies to scale ideas to have impact at a
global level. Through collaboration, our opportunity to impact
is 10X.”
Idea Bombing Newcastle has been running since 2014,
hosting events on a range of topics. The format of Idea
Bombing is a simple one; pose a question, get some speakers
to offer some different perspectives on the question then
ask the audience to take ownership of the question through
networking and then contributing their answers to the question.
Emily Davies O'Sullivan, co-director of Idea Bombing
Newcastle, believes working with SingularityU is a great match.
"This special collaboration is a natural progression from the sorts
of events we have held with the Hunter Innovation Festival
over the past three years," she said. "Our events have been
really well received. Our previous themes have included
future proofing and what goes into a good idea. Taking those
same themes and asking the audience to contribute ideas to
a Global Challenge, then providing the framework to really
develop some of those ideas into a workable, scalable business
model is a necessary and exciting evolution for us".
The Idea Bombing format is always evolving, we try to keep it
fresh with different themes, different speakers, different formats,
different venues. One thing we don't change is that they are
always engaging and fun.
The upcoming Idea Bombing session will be held at the Great
Northern Hotel 28 August, from 6pm. Tickets are available
through Eventbrite.

Emily Davies O'Sullivan and Stephanie
Moscovis are the Co-Directors of Idea
Bombing Newcastle. Emily is a Senior
Urban Planner with Willana Urban and
Stephanie is the Marketing Manager of
the Business Centre. Both women have
a passion for Newcastle and believe
in the importance of community
engagement and empowerment to
shape the community for the better.

Emily Davies O'Sullivan and Stephanie Moscovis
Idea Bombing
Two are twice as effective as one! Idea Bombing Newcastle
and SingularityU Newcastle Chapter have announced an
upcoming collaboration.
Attention all problem solvers and big thinkers. Idea Bombing
and SingularityU are joining forces to bring you a new event
series focused on the Global Grand Challenges. Not only will
the excellent ideas from participants help solve the world's
major issues, they will also rocket participants onto the global
sphere and put you in contact with some amazing people.
The launch event will see the participants introduced to
SingularityU and the Global Grand Challenges, with a focus on
two of the challenges in particular.
SingularityU is a global learning and innovation community
using exponential technologies to tackle the world’s biggest
challenges and build a better future for all. The Newcastle
Chapter was the first in Australia and has been growing since
April 2018. SingularityU focuses on leveraging the convergence
of exponential technologies to solve our global grand
challenges and shift from an era of scarcity to abundance.
There are twelve global grand challenges (GGCs), which are
energy, environment, food, shelter, space, water, disaster
resilience, governance, health, learning, prosperity and
security. The GGCs are interrelated and interdependent. For
example, as we solve for the water challenge, we are also
helping to address the health challenge.
This first collaboration will seek out ideas around two
challenges. We will be encouraging thinking on the topics
through insightful talks and looking for pitch groups to be
formed to hit the ground running with a scalable idea. The
August event will kick off the process and be a great "in" for
anyone wanting to use their amazing powers in business, tech,
engineering, design or solution thinking for the greater good. It
will also be a great networking opportunity for existing start ups
or people with a pitch in mind who are looking for an avenue
for development. This event is open to people of all areas
of expertise and experience. We are diverse and inclusive
organisations and our participants will reflect that.
Jamie Sy, Impact Manager at SingularityU, said, “We are
always looking for collaborative partnerships. Idea Bombing
hold events to generate ideas, and SingularityU looks to use
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Creating your
environment for innovation
John Marsh
Access Potential Academy
Data, tech, VR and AI.
Certainly playgrounds for great innovation and conversation.
However, when we zoom in to our business or organisation
as it exists today, we also see incredible opportunity to make
things better. To create change, to innovate.
Innovation then, is very much a “you and I” thing. A human
driven phenomenon. Something we can address today.
Perhaps it’s in how organise our work-flow. Perhaps it’s in
looking at how we can serve a new customer segment, or
onboard a new client in a more powerful way.
Either way, besides sales and marketing, we quickly see that
our ability not just to adapt to change, but also to create
change is our ticket to thrive as a business.
So, where to start?
Well, we know that we need to interrupt the ordinary flow of
events. That following the proven path may work for business as
usual today, but certainly won’t inspire radical thinking.
It turns out that our environment, (and likely even our
physiological state) are key if we are looking to innovate on
purpose.
Let’s focus there today then and set the scene. Here are a
few ways to get the ideas flowing in you next innovation session
(you are regularly doing innovation sessions, right?)

Pick the room. If you can’t get yourself into an entirely
new environment, then please, at least don’t choose the
boardroom where the longest and most boring meetings are
held. This is key. Our subconscious mind is picking up everything
- if the room has “history,” we’ll bring that in with us. Also, big is
better. Large spaces for large thinking.
Open source brain power. Whether it’s discussion-based
brainstorming, or the more effective “brain-writing,” getting
more people in the room to begin with is a big plus. The kicker
here is to dismiss usual processes and hierarchies. We are
looking for disruptive thinking, so we want a diverse set of
experiences at the table.
Bring the stimulus. No, not coffee. Well, maybe coffee too. But
here we are stimulating right brain thinking. Rather than logic
or reason, we want to evoke the new. Use visual cues, imagery,
videos, or case studies to help stimulate the brain in new and
obscure ways to push the boundaries of possibility. Kind of like
when you walk out of Inception or Avatar the first time, there’s
a little lag where you don’t look at things quite the same. The
right stimulus is key.
Get out of the mind. Personally, I use movement. In any
innovation workshop, we begin with standing meditation
and some guided full body movement. This isn’t a workout, its
embodiment. You could go for a walk. Or dance. It’s short. It
works. We are shifting away from critical thinking and getting
creative.
Energise. Work fast. Sprint even. Music. Use paper, pens. Thick
pens. Write in large letters. When we slow down, we move into
the world of reason, of exactitude. The first stage of innovation
is messy. Let it go.
Build. In the later stages, work the room, work the ideas. What
can we blend, push, create and grow. “Yes, and…?” questions
are key. Let’s see where this goes.

As Bob Dylan wrote, the times indeed ‘are a changin’.
I have been blessed to meet some incredible people in
my life. I have spoken to Seth Godin (marketing guru), Tom
Kelley (IDEO), Sir Richard Branson (Virgin), Clayton Christensen
(Disruptive Innovation), Mark Randolph (Netflix), hosted Lisa
Messenger (Renegade Collective), Jacinta McDonell (Anytime
Fitness), Gary Bertwistle (The Espresso), Melissa Edyvean (Bondi
Chai), Micky Agrawal (Serial Entrepreneur) and others. And at
some point, in our conversations, each of these entrepreneurs
shared the same message. Stop. Take time. Meditate.
In our information abundant, twenty-four seven connected
world, we can often forget to breath. If we forget to breath for
too long, we are guaranteed to pass out. Equally importantly, not
breathing means there are no gaps in our thoughts, where the
messages we have received, that are inputted into our brain, have
a chance to connect. We don’t allow time for the dots to join.
Over the last fifty years, much research has been conducted
on how we ‘create’, problem solve, brain storm and come
up with new ideas or land a ‘eureka’ moment. Contrary to
common belief, that single, open-eyed, ‘aha’ moment, where
magically a solution falls from the ether into our imagination,
travels through the nerves of our brain to find expression out of
our mouths, to be shared with our communities, even the entire
world, does not exist.
These ‘aha’ or ‘eureka’ moments, these flash moments of
brilliance, are a processing of what we have heard, seen, read
and experienced. They find their ‘voice’, their opportunity
for attention, in our ‘quiet’ moments. And therein lies the
importance of meditation and mindfulness in a business world.
If we don’t allow ourselves time to breathe, we will never
make the connections that solve the problems that become
opportunities.

Celebrate and Restore. We can’t do this forever - the energy
required in a big innovation session can be immense. So, when
we go back online, it’s important to celebrate the coming
together of our creative energies. Innovation exercises are a
great way to connect, create and grow together.
John Marsh has a background in
aerospace engineering and design as well
as a decade of owning and running small
businesses. He created Access Potential
Academy, a peer-to-peer group for those
looking to generate energy, connect more
powerfully across their business and create
change. In APA we challenge the way you
think to level up in our work and in your life.

Connecting one
breath at a time
Christina Gerakiteys
UtopiaX, SingularityU Australia
Nothing is static. The share market rises and falls, fashion
replaces itself, discoveries are made, relationships change
and the world shifts and spins. Where change lay dormant and
wrestled with the here and now until change was inevitable,
in the current iteration of our ‘instant’ world it now leaps at us,
catching even the most agile adopters by surprise.
AUGUST 2019
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#HunterInnovate
Each and every one of the business gurus that I have been
blessed to meet emphasised the importance of quiet time
through meditation.
A few years ago I attended a conference where Geraldine
Doogue interviewed the Dalai Lama and asked him how he
managed to stop all the noise in his mind when he meditated.
His answer profoundly changed my world! “I don’t”, he said. If
the Dalai Lama couldn’t stop all the white mind noise while he
meditated, who was I to fight the chatter. Eureka! That was a
lot of dot joining…
All we need do for brilliance to surface, is to create quiet time.
Time for dots to connect. For threads to find each other, to form
the idea, to get the attention of the mind so the magic, the
problem solving, and the infinite possibilities are free to unfold.
This month, why not simply breath through possibilities?
Christina Gerakiteys is the Founder of
UtopiaX and CEO of SingularityU Australia
Summit. She is a change catalyst and
instigator of Moonshot Ideation. Christina
opens hearts and minds, inspiring impossible
to possible.

Student entrepreneurs
pitch their innovations
SAVI (Sensory Assistant for the Visually Impaired) took out the
overall award for Best Pitch at RDA Hunter’s 2019 STEM Defence
+ Innovation Pitch Night held on 25 July in partnership with The
Business Centre.
Awarded the win by judges representing Boeing Defence
Australia, RAAF and NSW Government, West Wallsend High
School students Zahnee Bridge and Jake Muller developed
SAVI, a solution to help visually impaired people navigate their
environments. SAVI incorporates visual assistance technology
into apparel which alerts the wearer to their physical
environments and unexpected potential hazards.
Zahnee and Jake were two of 12 Hunter high school students
pitching their innovations at the event that was attended by 80
business and industry leaders, participating students and their
families at The Business Centre’s Newcastle premises.
Deemed winner for its unique concept, market potential and
quality of pitch, SAVI was developed during Zahnee and Jake’s
year 9 and 10 iSTEM studies and honed during their year 11
STEM study.
Team SAVI won participation in an Ernst & Young hosted pitch
night in Sydney where they will present to investors, government
and industry leaders.
“I’m so excited to have been part of this program. It was
challenging and fun developing SAVI during
iSTEM but learning how to turn our prototype into a real
product has been really valuable. We’ve learnt skills that will
help us throughout our careers and given us confidence to
back our ideas,” Team SAVI said.
The Pitch Night was the culmination of RDA Hunter’s STEM
Defence + Innovation Program that, following a successful pilot
in 2018, this year provided students from four schools - All Saints’
St Mary’s Maitland, Newcastle Grammar School, St Philips
Christian College Waratah and West Wallsend High School with skills to innovate and commercialise their ideas.
Presenting everything from exoskeleton suits to automatic pet
feeders, participating students included Laura Mackay, Charlie
Imig, Mackenzie Roddenby, Alec Campbell, Zahnee Bridge,
Jake Muller, Yayra Agbola and Josh Mills, Amber Sunner, Daniel
Abrams, Jadon Routley and Charles Fawcett
“The Business Centre has been delighted to work with Hunter
students again this year. The new and innovative ideas they
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come up with continues to impress us,” said The Business
Centre’s CEO, Mr Steve Wait.
“The workshop series we facilitate is the same as we deliver
to our regular clients, so it gives students access to professional
expertise that they’ll be able to use throughout their careers.
It’s exciting for us to seed entrepreneurial thinking early and
influence the way young people think about solving problems.”
Mr Wait continued.
STEM Defence + Innovation is an activity of RDA Hunter’s
Department of Defence funded ME Program. It was developed
to help advance innovation in the Hunter by giving students
skills to transition their prototypes to market.
“We congratulate all the participants of this year’s program
for their innovative ideas, their dedication to developing them
into prototypes and their pitching skills,” said RDA Hunter’s
Director of Regional Development and Executive Officer Mr
Trevor John.
“Our STEM Workforce initiatives are focused on providing
students with technical and work-readiness skills to succeed
in STEM careers and this event has given us a glimpse into the
quality of the region’s future workforce.”
“Activities such as STEM Defence + Innovation help build a
homegrown Hunter workforce with industry-relevant skills and
knowledge. Our close collaborations with the Hunter’s defence
industry introduces students to opportunities in the important
sector, helps build the local talent pool and contributes to
regional growth,” continued Mr John.
Facilitated by The Business Centre, students undertook a
three-day commercialisation boot camp, the Business Model
Canvas, which addressed Commercialising Good Ideas,
Innovation in Practice Goal Setting, Value Propositions &
Marketing Creativity, and Business & Project Operations.
‘Pitching’ their concepts to potential investors was a significant
component of the program.

Can you afford to wait?
Tony Myers
Oliver Myers Real Estate
Unfortunately, by the time most people reach retirement, they
have very little financial security. They may have only a small
pension, if they have one at all, and any savings will decrease in
value as the cost of living escalates.
Retirement should be the time to reap the rewards of all your
hard work. You have made personal sacrifices to ensure you
achieve the best possible results in your professional life. The last
thing you want when you retire is to face more sacrifice!
In my professional life, I have taken on many roles for my own
business and also with external parties. One of my external roles
was a three-month, short-term contract for Woollahra Council.
During that time, the commuters I saw on the way to work taught
me an invaluable lesson.
Every day, these anxious-looking people waited for the same
trains. Many were clearly beyond retirement age, but like me, with
little superannuation to fall back on, they were headed to a job.
Many of the younger people, with thoughts of retirement far into
the future, were probably spending as fast as they earned.
The lesson I learned is that, when you’re so busy working, it’s
difficult to find time to think about retirement, let alone learn
about different ways to achieve your goals.
The ideal is to create passive income, so that when your active
income stops, your lifestyle doesn’t. This means investing in
something that will help you to keep living the life you love.
In order to help other people like me and those commuters,
I have written a book which covers some areas you need to
consider while planning for your retirement – in particular,
investing in off-the-plan real estate.
Information about off-the-plan investing is usually a wellkept secret that only benefits those in the know. I have made it
my mission to educate as many people as possible about this
wonderful opportunity.
As a smart and savvy business professional, you don’t need to be
blinded by a hard sell. My priority is simply to share information
that will help you to make an informed decision, without you
having to step out of your busy daily routine.

Whether retirement is just around the corner or still seems a
long way off, it’s worth asking yourself if you are going to be able
to support your lifestyle. One of the best ways to invest is with
real estate, and the best time to invest in real estate is now!
If you are ready to see if investing in off-the-plan new homes is right
for you, then visit www.wealththroughpropertybook.com.au for your
complimentary copy of “Wealth Through Property Investment”

Tony Myers is a leading Australian
authority on real estate investment for
busy professionals. With over 30 years’
experience in the business, Tony has
worked in every area of real estate.
Beginning as a record-breaking sales rep,
he quickly moved on to become a partner
in a major franchise office, and then finally
an owner and director of his own company.
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& energy update
HBR new
appointments
NEWCASTLE AIRPORT

CARROLL & O’DEA LAWYERS

ATWEA COLLEGE

TURNBULL HILL

Newcastle Airport has appointed Director
Kirby Clark, a former Deputy CEO of
Melbourne Airport who joined NAPL in
2015, to the role of Deputy Chair and
will work with Peter Gesling to guide
the Board through a strategic growth
and renewal process. Kirby has almost
15 years’ experience as Deputy CEO and
CFO at Australia Pacific Airports which
operated Melbourne and Launceston
airports. Kirby also served as an executive
director of both Melbourne and
Launceston airports.

Shaun Cockle has been promoted
to Senior Associate at Carroll & O’Dea
Lawyers. Shaun’s promotion to Senior
Associate reflects his extensive
experience in Personal Injury Law. His
practice in the Hunter involves larger
common law claims for coal miners,
workers exposed to asbestos and
other employees who have suffered
workplace injuries. Shaun also has
extensive experience in motor vehicle
accidents and public liability claims.

Jane McConville has joined the board
member for Atwea College. For over
15 years Jane has worked in senior
positions across large national NFPs,
education and consulting firms a
variety of roles. In 2017, Jane launched
Newcastle-based professional services
firm, FiveSeven Consulting. With a
passion for strategic thinking, Jane and
the FiveSeven Team work alongside
some of the state’s largest employers.

Sarah Walker has joined the family
law team of Turnbull Hill Lawyers to
provide legal services in family, de
facto, property settlements, separation
agreements, divorce, children’s matters
and child support. Sarah previously
worked in organisational psychology,
in which she holds a Bachelor and
Master’s degree. She undertook a
Master’s degree in Applied Law (family
law) and now combines her knowledge
of the law with the practicalities of
personal litigation.

LAMBOURNE PARTNERS

HUNTER WATER

BLUEZONE GROUP

ATWEA COLLEGE

Lambourne Partners have announced
a new partner, Paul Quealey, who
brings with him 16 years of experience
in audit and assurance. Since joining
Lambourne Partners in 2017, Paul has
helped to identify and expand a niche
market for the firm. Paul graduated
from the University of Newcastle with a
Bachelor of Commerce, is a Registered
Company Auditor with ASIC and a
member of Chartered Accountants
Australia & New Zealand.

Hunter Water has appointed Graham
Wood as Acting Chief Executive
Officer. Graham is an internationally
experienced water executive, including
his most recent role as the Chief
Infrastructure Officer for Auckland’s
water service provider, Watercare.
Graham is familiar with Hunter Water
and the Hunter region, having worked
closely with the organisation over the
last 18 months helping to inform our
strategy and direction.

BlueZone has welcomed Norman
Ballard
as
General
Manager
Engineering to the team based in
Newcastle. Norman will lead the
BlueZone engineering team, supporting
and developing products for customers
operating in the Australia’s “Blue
Economy” including Defence, Offshore
Oil & Gas, Oceanographic Science and
Hydrographic Survey. Increasingly
BlueZone has completed engineering
projects for projects in robotics and
maritime unmanned systems.

Elizabeth McDonald is the newest
addition to the Atwea College board.
She leads the SWS Lawyers property
and planning team in Newcastle and
has specialised in land and water law
since 2006. She has degrees in Law
and Economics from the University of
Newcastle and was awarded First Class
Honours after completing a thesis in
property and native title. Elizabeth
currently lectures in leasing law at the
University of Newcastle Law School.

CARROLL & O’DEA LAWYERS

HUNTER MELANOMA
FOUNDATION

Carroll & O’Dea Lawyers’ promoted
Kristie James to Associate. Kristie plays
a key role in Carroll & O’Dea Lawyers’
family law team in the Hunter. Her
qualifications in business, as well as
law, enable her to bring a commercial
approach to resolving family law
disputes whilst working tirelessly to
deliver outcomes that are in the best
interests of the children in parenting
matters.
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HBR new appointments

Executive Officer of the Hunter
Melanoma Foundation, Jenny Noblet
has retired from the role and handed
the batten over to Claudia Tolhurst.
Claudia has a strong background
in supporting various community
groups including her involvement
with HMF where she has been an
active committee member since 2016.
As a committee member she assisted
Jenny at a number of functions and
readily took on the role of “events and
promotion”.

BURKE MEAD LAWYERS

CARROLL & O’DEA LAWYERS

Sean Wright has joined Burke
Mead Lawyers as a Solicitor in their
Personal Injury Team. Sean has worked
exclusively in Personal Injury and is
passionate about providing assistance
to those who have suffered injury in
Motor Vehicle Accidents, the Workplace
and in Public Places. Sean can also
assist those who have experienced
Medical or Professional Negligence and
those who may be entitled to benefits
through their superannuation, life
insurance, or other insurance policies
due to disability or illness.

Alexandra Longbottom has been
promoted to Associate at Carroll &
O’Dea Lawyers. Alexandra is passionate
about advocating for those in society
who struggle to access the law. She
assists people affected by domestic
violence and homelessness and works
to empower women through the law.
She plays a leading role in the local
legal community and is currently
Secretary for the Hunter Valley Law
Society.

NUSPORT

CARROLL & O’DEA LAWYERS

Newcastle
University
Sport
has
welcomed Tony Whale to the team as the
Human Resource Manager. Tony has an
extensive background in both hospitality
management and human resource
management. having most recently
held the position of Senior HR Business
Partner at Port Waratah Coal Services.
Adept at influencing and building key
relationships, Tony is collaborating
with the team at NUsport to enable the
organisation to deliver first class customer
service and be an employer of choice for
employees.

Wendy Cheek has been appointed to the
Atwea College board. She is a passionate
advocate for quality education who has
worked in the public education sector
for over 40 years. Wendy has led quality
teaching and learning programs across
whole school environments, developing
a culture of effective evidence- based
teaching practices which support and
challenge students. Wendy is dedicated
to ensuring students are active
participants in their own learning and
understand the pathways needed to
achieve their educational aspirations.

Let us know about your people!
We wo u l d be pl e a s e d to re ce i ve i n fo r mati on about
yo u r n e w a ppo i ntme nts.
J u s t e ma i l a ro u n d 8 0 wo rd s o n th e e mpl oyment
pl u s a h i g h re s o l u ti o n h e a d s h o t to
e d i to ri a l @H B R m a g. co m . a u.
Su bmi s s i o n s a re F R E E bu t s u bje c t to e d i to r i al control.
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Source: Table uses ATO data
Steve Dick
Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle

My expertise is selling and leasing commercial and industrial
real estate, and I’m not qualified to provide business advice.
However, as a commercial property agent and business owner,
I’m exposed regularly to snippets of information, which are useful
for understanding the trends affecting my business, and the
investments of my clients.
For example, Craig Lowth, from Our Wilson’s Business Broking,
a division of Raine & Horne Newcastle is at the forefront of
analysing the readiness of a business for sale. Craig is a wealth of
knowledge and is adept at examining the books of a company
Table 1: Rents versus business turnover benchmark to see if it can be improved before a sale. He is also skilled at
communicating these trends to myself and my team.
Table
1:
Rents
versus
business
turnover
benchmark
Type 1:
ofRents
Business
ATO Benchmarket
% rental range
Annual Turnover Required Range of Rents/m2 Size of Premises (m2)
Table
versus business
turnover benchmark
Coffee Shop
10%
16%
$325,000.00
$520,000.00 $400.00 $800.00
65
130
Type of Business
ATO Benchmarket % rental range
Annual Turnover Required Range of Rents/m2 Size of Premises (m2)
Restaraunt
9%
14%
$370,000.00
$580,000.00 $200.00 $600.00
90
260
Coffee Shop
10%
16%
$325,000.00
$520,000.00 $400.00 $800.00
65
130
Flooring Retailer
4%
6%
$900,000.00
$1,300,000.00 $150.00 $200.00 260
350
Restaraunt
9%
14%
$370,000.00
$580,000.00 $200.00 $600.00
90
260
Smash Repairer
8%
12%
$450,000.00
$650,000.00
$80.00 $120.00 430
650
Flooring Retailer
4%
6%
$900,000.00
$1,300,000.00 $150.00 $200.00 260
350
Health & Fitness
16%
24%
$220,000.00
$325,000.00 $100.00 $200.00 260
520
Smash Repairer
8%
12%
$450,000.00
$650,000.00
$80.00 $120.00 430
650
Hairdresser
11%
17%
$300,000.00
$480,000.00 $250.00 $400.00 130
210
Health & Fitness
16%
24%
$220,000.00
$325,000.00 $100.00 $200.00 260
520
Pharmacy
3%
5%
$1,040,000.00
$1,750,000.00 $300.00 $500.00 105
175
Hairdresser
11%
17%
$300,000.00
$480,000.00 $250.00 $400.00 130
210
Kitchen Makers
4%
6%
$900,000.00
$1,300,000.00
$80.00 $120.00 430
650
Pharmacy
3%
5%
$1,040,000.00
$1,750,000.00 $300.00 $500.00 105
175
Machinery Repair
3%
6%
$900,000.00
$1,750,000.00
$80.00 $110.00 470
650
Kitchen Makers
4%
6%
$900,000.00
$1,300,000.00
$80.00 $120.00 430
650
Clothing Retailing
9%
15%
$350,000.00
$600,000.00 $400.00 $800.00
65
130
Machinery Repair
3%
6%
$900,000.00
$1,750,000.00
$80.00 $110.00 470
650
Homewares Retailer
9%
15%
$350,000.00
$600,000.00 $250.00 $800.00
65
210
Clothing Retailing
9%
15%
$350,000.00
$600,000.00 $400.00 $800.00
65
130
Pet & Pet Supplies
8%
15%
$350,000.00
$650,000.00 $200.00 $400.00 130
260
Homewares Retailer
9%
15%
$350,000.00
$600,000.00 $250.00 $800.00
65
210
Tyre Retailer & Fitter
3%
5%
$1,040,000.00
$1,750,000.00 $120.00 $200.00 260
430
Pet & Pet Supplies
8%
15%
$350,000.00
$650,000.00 $200.00 $400.00 130
260
Tyre Retailer & Fitter
3%
5%
$1,040,000.00
$1,750,000.00 $120.00 $200.00 260
430

KNOW YOUR
BUSINESS

Table
2: The2:
Lower
Vacancy
Factors
Table
TheHunter's
LowerIndustrial
Hunters
Industrial

Vacancy Factors

Year
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 July
Vacancy 3.9% 3.54% 3.39% 8.0% 6.21% 6.68% 6.28% 4.53% 4.11% 4.87%
Industrial Vacancy Factor
Since 2011 Raine & Horne Commercial has been monitoring this
region’s industrial floor space using our Industrial Average Index.
We believe the index is a valuable tool for measuring the
confidence of the region and a good indication as to where
employment is heading as each square metre of space leased
represents part of a job. To this end, our latest index has found
there was a 0.75% increase in the vacancy factor between January
and July. This means there is an additional 22,000 square metres
of industrial floor space available in the measured suburbs.
This is a minor blip and we are still well off the high in 2014 of
8%. Moreover a 4.87% industrial vacancy rate is well below the
average 10.12% the Property Council is reporting for industrial
markets across Australia.
Whether it’s the Raine & Horne Commercial Industrial Vacancy
Factor index or the ATO’s Rents versus Business Turnover
benchmark, there is a treasure trove of information provided free
for the use of everyone. But if you are like me, you just need to
find some time to look and read.
Steve Dick is a Director of
Raine & Horne Commercial
Newcastle.

To find out more about the commercial and industrial sale
and leasing markets in Newcastle, contact Raine & Horne
Commercial Newcastle on 02 4915 3000.

Source: Table uses ATO data
Source:
uses ATO
data Industrial Vacancy Factors
Table 2:Table
The Lower
Hunters
ATO benchmarks - rents versus business turnover

One of the tools at Craig’s disposal is Rent Ratio
Table
Lower2012
Hunters
Industrial
Vacancy
Year 2: The
2011
2013
2014
2015 Factors
2016Benchmarking,
2017 2018
July
which is a2019
calculation
I find fascinating.
This
tool
benchmarks
rents
as
a
percentage
of the annual
Vacancy
3.9%
3.54%
3.39%
8.0%
6.21%
6.68%
6.28%
4.53%
4.11%
4.87%
Year
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 July

Vacancy 3.9%

3.54% 3.39% 8.0%

6.21%

Cessnock Central

ONE TENANCY LEFT

turnover of a business. Available from the ATO website, these
6.68%
6.28% allow
4.53%
4.11%
4.87%
benchmarks
Craig and
his owners
to focus on what is a
viable sale price for a business and where improvements are
required.
I refer you to Table 1, which uses the ATO’s benchmarks
ratios for various businesses. The table we created from these
Benchmarks employs a hypothetical rent of $52,000 p.a. –
$1,000 per week – and examines the annual turnover from the
tenant’s business that would be required to support this rent.
The table also then presents data about how big a premise
should be if you were paying in rent.
For those in the property management sector, especially
those looking after major shopping centres, these ratios are
critical when deciding on rents. Sadly, it seems many don’t
use these benchmarks, and this is probably the reason why
they have a high turnover of tenants. Simply put, if rents
are higher than these levels, the risk of tenants defaulting
becomes much higher. For example, one of the major centres
in our region pegs rents for coffee and food businesses at 22%
of annual turnover – thus grabbing more from the business
owner.

2 North Avenue, Cessnock 2325
02 4323 7606
www.vcmanagement.com.au
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Establishing a fair rent based on the prospects and type of
business is another reason why investors need to use genuine
experts in commercial property management. At Raine &
Horne Commercial we work to set rents at rates that promote
the success of the tenants as well as securing future income
streams and improving property values for owners.

Connecting people & property, perfectly.

A Grade office space for lease in Newcastle West.
727 Hunter Street, Newcastle West NSW.
For Lease
Available by April 2021.

11,192 sqm*
net lettable area

1,308 sqm*
typical floor plates

End of Trip Facilities

Dual street
frontage

233 secure
car bays

Zoned B3
Commercial Core

727HQ offers a seamless link between ground floor retail and upper level office accommodation. This A Grade
building boasts 13 levels with ground floor retail, four levels of secure above ground parking and 8 levels of
commercial office accommodation. Floor plates have been designed to be efficiently adaptable for multiple
tenancies. Base building includes ground level end of trip facilities, located with secure access and including over
100 bicycle spaces (secure and undercover).

Ross Cooper 0423 761 955

Nick Lane 0428 910 591

Brent Sinclair 0407 027 277

View at knightfrank.com.au / 4628779o
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HBR business services

PRIME LOCATION IN
CHARLESTOWN

Though some action has been taken to amend the National Construction Code
(NCC) and effectively eliminate the use of many types of combustible cladding on
new building facades, the response of state and territory governments to dealing with
cladding on existing buildings has been patchy and inconsistent.
The building, construction, property and insurance industries have continued their
calls for state and territory governments to adopt a consistent and best practice
regulatory response to the challenges presented by combustible cladding.

Positioned in the heart of the Charlestown strip is this boutique double fronted
retail/office space.
Property Features
• Showroom
• Upstairs office/retail space
• Rear lane access
• 180m²
• Full amenities
• Off street parking
• Plenty of passing traffic
• Available now
To arrange an inspection, contact our team today:
Matthew Higgins 0403 706 042

RARE COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITY
(LEASING ONLY)

Consumers, building owners, building practitioners and their insurers need certainty
and confidence in building regulation. Building and construction, when combined
with the property sector, is the nation's largest industry, provides the most full-time
jobs and is a vital engine of economic growth. The economy must not be put at risk by
the failure to provide certainty through a consistent approach in dealing with these
issues.

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

ASBESTOS MANAGEMENT

STATEWIDE ASBESTOS MANAGEMENT
DO YOU HAVE ASBESTOS IN YOUR WORKPLACE
An asbestos register and management plan is required
for all commercial buildings built before 2003
• Sample Testing • Air Monitoring • Clearance Reports • Asbestos Registers
• Fire Damage Assessment • Contaminated Site Evaluation
• Remediation Plans
Phil Abbott Licenced Asbestos Assessor - 00117
M: 0418 665 625 Seaham NSW
phil@asbestosmgt.com.au

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
•
•
•
•

Strata Cleaning Services
Medical Centre Cleaning
Commercial Office Cleaning
Over 25 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie

P: (02) 49610145 E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES
Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning,
Insurance and Risk Protection.
(02) 4929 2552
Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay

"Working together for your future"
www.crestfs.com.au

TIMERITE REMOVALS
Your Experienced Maitland & Newcastle Furniture Removal & Relocation Team
Full Home & Office Removals – No Job Too Large
With more than 20 years’ experience and arguably the best service standards for
removalists in the Newcastle and Maitland areas, TimeRite Removals is the furniture
moving company of choice for your next home or office relocation.
PRE-PACKING AND UNPACKING • DELIVERY • MOVING INTO STORAGE • TRANSIT • INSURANCE
Proud member of Australian Furniture Removers Association

CALL FOR OUR BEST RATES: (02) 4927 6687
A: 5/49 Annie Street Wickham, NSW 2293 62 New England Hwy Maitland, NSW 2320
E: info@timeriteremovals.com.au W: www.timeriteremovals.com.au

STRATA MANGEMENT

MAIN ROAD EXPOSURE

Positive action has been taken in some jurisdictions, however other states are
lagging and the continued inconsistency in the approach across governments is
manifesting in the crisis confronting building practitioners in the building supply
chain. This has led to significant increases in professional indemnity premiums and
a reduction in cover via exclusions on combustible cladding and non-conforming
building products.
Building surveyors, engineers and architects are now struggling to obtain the
insurance they need to do their job, which in turn could seriously affect future
building or construction activity.

• Security bins and one-off shredding
• Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
• NAID AAA Certified
• Locally owned and operated
• Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast
Phone: 4957 9903
www.mobileshredding.com.au

FURNITURE REMOVALISTS

Starr Partners and Colliers International are pleased to offer Maitland CBD’s
Newest Commercial Centre “CBD Central”
Property will comprise of 2,100 m² over 2 levels with 54 car parking spaces, fully
refurbished commercial office space with ground floor café space also available.
CBD Central commercial areas will vary in size to suit user requirements and
feature separate amenities, kitchen facilities and natural light, fully accessible with
ramp access, internal lift.
Suites available from 80 m² up to 2,100 m² subject to user requirements.
For further information please call: Brendan Sarroff 0400 986 779

• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained
accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments
and homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for visitors and business
colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY

FINANCIAL SERVICES

High Grade Commercial Space

The concerns of the signatories are characterised by the following:
• Australian and international insurers are introducing strict cladding-related
exclusions in mandatory professional indemnity insurance products for building
practitioners in the building supply chain.
• The discovery of major defects in buildings has significantly reduced the ability of
those building owners to find an insurer willing to accept the risk.
• State and territory governments have not taken a consistent and comprehensive
approach to undertaking and completing audits of existing high-rise buildings
with combustible cladding, nor developed a remediation strategy.
• Governments are taking an inconsistent and fragmented approach to
implementing reforms described in the Shergold-Weir report, which was released
18 months ago.

NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

P: 49615566 E: joanne@bqnre.com.au W: bqnre.com.au 1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC

CLEANING SERVICES

MAITLAND CBD'S NEWEST
COMMERCIAL CENTRE
"CBD CENTRAL"

Australia's fragmented approach to regulatory enforcement and compliance with
building regulations requires a renewed commitment to national action to maintain
public confidence in our built environment according to the Property Council of
Australia, Insurance Council of Australia, Ai Group, Australian Construction Industry
Forum and Master Builders Australia.

BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE

DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION

Industry groups call for urgent Australia-wide
action on building regulation

ACCOMMODATION

HBR property

LAKE GROUP STRATA

Strata & Community Title Managers
• Over 30 years managing property
• Pre-purchase reports
• Set-up & establishment service
• Consultancy Service
• Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305

The entire building and construction supply chain risks being further impacted by
this continued uncertainty, and industry participants want to work cooperatively with
governments to rebuild that confidence.
The industry groups are urging the Commonwealth, State and Territory governments
to work together in providing certainty through a uniform national approach to
dealing with these matters.
AAA MEDICAL OR OFFICE COMPLEX

Soon to be completed is East Maitland’s newest medical or office complex spread
over two levels and occupying approximately 690m².
It is perfectly located only moments from both East Maitland Private and the new
Maitland Hospital.
The building is currently under construction and with completion expected in
early 2019.
• Occupy or invest
• Potential income circa $200,000 net pa
• Available with or without fit out
• Close to public transport
• 15 car spaces
• Flexible floor plans
• Suites range from 155m²-268m² • 15 exclusive car parks
• Significant corner location
• Plenty of natural light
• Located within the East Maitland Commercial Centre
For further information contact: Brendan Sarroff 0400 986 779

P: 4933 6299 W: starrpartners.com.au
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They urge the Federal Government to play a leadership role and bring together all
state and territory governments to:
1. Develop and implement a consistent and best practice Australia-wide response
for risk assessment and a rectification strategy for existing buildings with
combustible cladding with an agreed timetable that reflects the urgency of the
issue. This will reduce confusion, clarify the scale of the challenge and support a
viable professional indemnity insurance market that provides the coverage needed
by industry participants and building owners.
2. Establish a joint government-industry taskforce to oversee urgent and consistent
implementation of all Shergold-Weir report recommendations across all
jurisdictions.
AUGUST 2019
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HBR funny business
Once, a snail made its way to a
car dealership.
In the car dealership, the
salesperson asked what kind of
car he wanted. The snail didn't
specify any colors, brand, or
design because all he wanted
was a very fast car. However, the
snail did have one odd request.
The snail wanted a giant letter
"S" painted on each side of the
car. When the salesperson asked
why he wanted the "S", the snail
said he wanted people to say:
"Wow, look at that S car go."
Why did the employee get
fired from the calendar factory?
They took a day off.
A man joins a Tibetan temple.
He takes a vow of silence but is allowed to say two words every
year.
After an arduous 12 months of eating rice, sleeping on a
wooden bed with a raggedy blanket, and working 14-hour days in
the field, the man goes to the head monk and says his two words:
“More blankets.”
Another year passes, and the man visits the head monk and says:
“More food.”
The man goes through one more year eating good meals and
sleeping well, but he’s drained by the long work days. He calls on
the head monk and uses his two words to say:

“I’m leaving.”
“Good,” the head monk replies. “You’ve done nothing but
complain since you got here.”
A man walks into a newsagent and says, “One copy of yesterday’s
newspaper please.”
The next day he does the same thing, walks in and asks for a
copy of yesterday’s paper.
After a few days of this, the clerk asks as she’s handing him his
newspaper, “Hey, why do you always get yesterday’s paper, not
today’s?”
“Because, “replies the man, “I don’t want any spoilers.”
An employee gets called into his boss’s office.
Boss: “Young man, you have risen very fast in this company. Two
years ago, you began as an office boy. In a couple of months, you
were a clerk. Then, you became a salesman, after that assistant
manager, then manager. Now you are the vice president of the
company. What have you to say about all this?"
Employee: "Thanks, Mum".

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“Conformity is the jailer of freedom and the enemy of
growth."
- John F. Kennedy

2020 HUNTER INVESTMENT PROSPECTUS

NOW SEEKING SUPP ORT
We are currently seeking support for the 2020 edition of the Hunter
Business Investment, the annual publication that promotes the
Hunter Region as a smart business, investment and lifestyle choice.
Produced as a high-quality book (approximately 100 pages), distributed
on business card style USBs and available on the internet, the Hunter
Investment Prospectus is a powerful marketing tool for our Region.

SUPPORT THE HUNTER WHILE ALSO
PROMOTING YOUR ORGANISATION
Production of this important project is only made possible through
supporters. It also provides them with a valuable marketing tool to
promote their organisation’s products and services, as well as
highlighting their active support for the Region.

From stationery to magazines, point-of-sale to packaging, direct mail to inventory management and distribution, our comprehensive
production facilities combined with our expertise ensure the right solution is offered for your print and communication needs.

14 Channel Road, Steel River Industrial Estate, Mayfield West NSW 2304 | Call us: 02 4926 1300 | Email us: sales@ncp.com.au | Browse us: ncp.com.au
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NCP – NEWCASTLE’S AND THE HUNTER’S, PREMIER PRINT GROUP.

NT PR OS
PE

AWARD-WINNING OFFSET PRINTING
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL PRINT AWARDS
GOLD MEDAL WINNERS 2013

IN VE ST ME

COME
PRINT
WITH
US

For further information please contact
Hunter Business Publications Pty Ltd
on (02) 4062 8133 or email
garry@HBRmag.com.au

HU NT ER

We hope you will consider supporting the
2020 Hunter Investment Prospectus to help
grow the Hunter and your organisation.

2019
HUN
I N V E ST M T E R
P R OS P E CE N T
TUS

Have you read the 2019 edition of
the Hunter Investment Prospectus?
The 2019 edition can be read online at
2 0 19
http://www.hbrmag.com.au/hunterinvestment-prospectus/
HUNTER
I N V E ST M
ENT
PROSsupported
PECTUSthe 2019 edition.
40 organisations
Contact us to find out how you can join this
impressive list for the 2020 edition.

Your
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Immerse yourself in
the future of office
furniture, today.
Our Newcastle Designspace™ has opened its doors!
Featuring our latest, locally-made office furniture solutions + exclusive designs
from Europe. Get ready to experience real, interactive, modern workspaces.
Request your team tour today: hello@officepace.com.au or call 1300 542 542

officepace.com.au
Showroom: 22 Wickham Street, Wickham, NSW
(directly across from the Newcastle Interchange)

